have been reported in relation to elevated depression symptoms in the general population. For example, Pizzagalli, Jahn, and O'Shea (2005) have demonstrated that participants with elevated depression symptoms but no MDD diagnosis develop weak or nonexistent response biases to rewards relative to participants with low levels of depression. Additionally, Liu and colleagues (2011) have reported diminished tendencies to develop response biases toward rewards in both major depression and subsyndromal depression relative to control individuals. Variations in behavioral measures of reward sensitivity have also been linked to structural differences in brain regions implicated in reward processing (Harvey, Pruessner, Czechowska, & Lepage, 2007) and to differences in electrophysiological indices of reward sensitivity (Bress & Hajcak, 2013; Liu et al., 2014) both in the general population and in MDD, supporting the view that reward processing abnormalities are related to depression symptoms dimensionally, not only within formal diagnostic categories.
Based on these and similar findings, including changes to reward sensitivity observed in other disorders (e.g., schizophrenia; Gard, Kring, Gard, Horan, & Green, 2007) , recent work has proposed that abnormalities to reward sensitivity are not limited to major depression but relate dimensionally to varying levels of dysfunction within dopaminergic brain circuits that mediate reward appraisal (Dillon et al., 2014; Whitton, Treadway, & Pizzagalli, 2015) . Indeed, there has recently been increased interest in conceptualizing reward sensitivity as a dimensional construct independent from the diagnostic entities defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders (DSM; Dillon et al., 2014; Woody & Gibb, 2015) . More broadly, the National Institute of Mental Health's (NIMH) Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) initiative has emphasized the value of dimensional approaches to studying neurobiological and psychological constructs in relation to features of psychopathology, beyond the limitations of variance in putative mechanisms imposed by narrowly defined disorder categories (Cuthbert, 2014; Sanislow, 2016) . The ultimate goal of this dimensional approach is to more fully capture the variance of disrupted mechanisms in psychopathology research and ultimately to aid in improving approaches for clinical diagnosis and treatment of clinical problems such as depression (Kozak & Cuthbert, 2016) . While a growing number of studies have applied this framework to the study of clinical features of depressive disorders by linking variation in symptom levels to specific neural measures (e.g., Nusslock, Walden, & Harmon-Jones, 2015) , relatively little research to date has examined varying levels of depression symptoms in relation to indices of reward sensitivity, despite the benefit that such information would provide for clarifying depression mechanisms and suggesting new approaches to treatment (Woody & Gibb, 2015) .
Such dimensional research is particularly lacking for examining relationships between depression and sustained reward responsiveness, despite the fact that sustained responses to rewards are a key component of the RDoC framework in the Positive Valence Systems domain (National Institute of Mental Health, n.d.) and appear to be altered in patients with MDD (Heller et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2011) . Aberrant sustained responses to rewards have been proposed as a core contributor to depression symptoms, particularly anhedonia (Tomarken & Keener, 1998) and are relevant for understanding how individuals sustain positive affect across long periods in their daily lives (Heller et al., 2009) . Understanding altered neural correlates of reward sensitivity in general populations is important for drawing conclusions about patterns seen in clinical populations. For instance, altered neural sensitivity to rewards has been identified as a risk factor for clinical depression (Bress & Hajcak, 2013) .
However, because no studies to date have investigated whether sustained reward responsiveness is linked to depression symptoms outside of patient groups, current understanding of this aspect of reward sensitivity remains restricted to individuals with high levels of depression severity. To address this gap, the present study examined the relation between sustained reward responding and depression symptoms in an unselected sample, using two commonly studied electrophysiological measures of reward sensitivity, the reward positivity (RewP) and the feedback negativity (FN). We were particularly interested in changes in RewP and FN over the time course of experimental trials.
The RewP and FN are ERP components elicited by feedback indicating rewards versus nonrewards, respectively. The RewP is characterized as a relative positivity in the ERP waveform following rewards that is absent following losses (Levinson, Speed, Infantolino, & Hajcak, 2017; Proudfit, 2015) , and the FN is characterized as a relative negativity following losses and not rewards (Foti & Hajcak, 2009; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Proudfit, 2015) . The difference between RewP and FN is known as ∆RewP (rewards minus losses; Levinson et al., 2017) . Variability in ∆RewP between individuals is more strongly explained by differences in RewP than differences in FN (Bress & Hajcak, 2013; Foti et al., 2011) , suggesting that this ERP measure indexes neural sensitivity to rewards (Proudfit, 2015) . Importantly, the RewP appears blunted in MDD relative to healthy individuals (Foti, Carlson, Sauder, & Proudfit, 2014; Foti & Hajcak, 2009; Foti et al., 2011) . The RewP and FN are maximal at frontocentral sites and peak 250-350 ms following presentation of feedback regarding whether an outcome was favorable or unfavorable (Foti & Hajcak, 2009) . Source localization and functional neuroimaging studies have linked ∆RewP to increased striatal and medial prefrontal activation during favorable versus unfavorable outcomes (Carlson, Foti, Mujica-Parodi, Harmon-Jones, & Hajcak, 2011; Foti et al., 2011) , suggesting that RewP reflects activity in reward-encoding brain circuitry (Proudfit, 2015) . Further, within-task RewP amplitudes show less increase over time at higher levels of depression severity when including patients with MDD (Brush et al., 2018) , making RewP and FN useful for examining alterations to sustained reward responses in relation to depression.
Using a widely utilized gambling task, the current study investigated how early responses to both rewards and nonrewards (losses) change across trials as a function of depression symptoms, using RewP and FN amplitude to track how responding changed over the course of the task. In order to investigate the temporal dynamics of the RewP/FN, we used multilevel modeling (MLM), similar to prior analyses of within-task ERP amplitude changes (Brush et al., 2018; Volpert-Esmond, Merkle, Levsen, Ito, & Bartholow, 2017) . Depression symptoms were assessed dimensionally across an unselected undergraduate sample, consistent with other studies examining reward sensitivity outside of patient groups (Bress & Hajcak, 2013; Pizzagalli et al., 2005) . In light of findings in MDD (Brush et al., 2018) , it was hypothesized that RewP would show more negative within-task amplitude changes relative to FN for participants with relatively high levels of depression symptoms.
| METHOD

| Participants
Fifty-two university students (38 female) were recruited using electronic and print advertisements. Seven participants were deemed not to have usable EEG data for any trial of the task and were thus excluded from MLM analysis, for reasons as follows: difficulties performing the task (n = 2), problems during EEG recording that compromised data quality (n = 4), and experimenter error (n = 1). The final sample consisted of 45 participants (34 female) with a mean age of 20.20 (SD = 1.25). The racial breakdown of the participant sample was as follows: 51.1% White, 35.6% Asian, 2.2% American Indian, 2.2% Black, and 6.7% more than one race; 2.2% of participants did not volunteer their racial identity. Hispanic participants comprised 8.9% of the final sample. The university institutional review board approved the study, and informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to beginning the procedure. Participants were compensated $20 in total for their time. No participants chose to discontinue participation.
| Personality Assessment Inventory-
Depression Scale
Depression was assessed using the Depression Scale of the Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI-DEP; Morey, 1991) , a measure of personality and psychopathology. The PAI-DEP is highly correlated with other depression measures such as the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Hill, Musso, Jones, Pella, & Gouvier, 2013; Morey, 2003) . It includes three subscales, corresponding to affective, cognitive, and physiological symptoms of depression. Individual item scores on the PAI-DEP range from 1 to 4, and scores of 1 are recoded into 0, 2 into 1, 3 into 2, and 4 into 3. Eight items are reversescored because they reflect the absence of depression symptoms (items 6, 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23) . Total and subscale raw scores are converted into T scores, which reflect norms from a sample of 1,000 adults living in the community in the United States (Morey, 2003) and range from 20 to 120. Scores below 59T indicate minimal depression, corresponding to < 13 on the BDI-II; 59-69T indicates mild to moderate difficulty (BDI-II: 14-19); over 70T indicates moderate depression and merits clinical attention (BDI-II > 20); over 81T is indicative of severe depression (BDI-II > 29; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996; Morey, 1991, p. 28) . Three participants did not answer one or two questions on the PAI-DEP. For those participants, mean substitutions were used in order to obtain total scores. The internal consistency of the PAI-DEP for the current sample was high (α = 0.84).
| Doors task
A simple gambling task, the doors task (Foti & Hajcak, 2009) , was used to elicit the RewP and FN. The task was administered using Presentation software on a Pentium 4 class computer with a 19-in. monitor. Each trial consisted of the presentation of two identical doors, and participants were instructed to choose the door they believed there was a prize behind. Fifty percent of trials resulted in rewards and presented positive feedback in the form of a green arrow pointing upward, which signaled that the participant had chosen correctly and would receive an additional 50 cents. The remaining 50% of trials resulted in losses and presented negative feedback in the form of a red arrow pointing down, which signaled that the participant had chosen incorrectly and would lose 25 cents. In total, the task consisted of 60 trials, with reward and loss trials ordered randomly. On each trial, the doors were presented, and participants were instructed to choose one door within 4 s. They were told to click the left mouse button to select the left door and the right mouse button to select the right door. After responding, a fixation cross was presented for 1,000 ms. Feedback was then presented for 2,000 ms. A fixation cross was presented again for 1,500 ms and was followed by a screen that read "Click for next round," which remained visible until participants clicked (see Figure 1 ). All participants were compensated an additional $7.50 for their earnings in the doors task, which were the same across all participants.
| Electrophysiological recording and data processing
During the doors task, EEG activity was recorded using the BioSemi ActiveTwo system (BioSemi, Amsterdam,
Netherlands) with 64 electrodes arranged based on the 10-20 system. Electrodes were placed on the left and right mastoids, and data were referenced to the average of these channels during offline processing. Two electrodes were placed 1 cm to the posterior of each eye on the face to record horizontal eye movements, and two electrodes were placed above and below the left eye to record vertical eye movements.
EEG data were recorded with a sampling rate of 1024 Hz and filtered online with a low-pass 100 Hz filter and a highpass 0.16 Hz filter. Each electrode was measured online relative to a common mode sense electrode that formed a monopolar channel. The signal was amplified by a gain of one at each electrode. All data were processed offline using BrainVision Analyzer 2 (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany). After being rereferenced to the average of the left and right mastoid electrodes, data were filtered with Butterworth zero phase half-amplitude filters with a low cutoff of 0.1 Hz, a high cutoff of 30 Hz, and a maximal slope of 24 dB/oct, applied simultaneously. Data were segmented into response-locked epochs that include 200 ms before feedback and 800 ms after. Ocular corrections were performed using the Gratton and Coles algorithm (Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1983) . Artifacts were detected and rejected through semiautomatic inspection. Segments falling outside of the following parameters were automatically marked for rejection: a maximal voltage step of 50 µV/ms, a maximal difference of 300 µV between the highest and lowest points in an interval of 200 ms, and activity below 0.5 µV for 100 ms. Additional artifacts were removed through manual inspection. Trials were then segmented based on whether they were reward or loss trials. Activity in the 200-ms window prior to stimulus onset served as the baseline. On both reward and loss trials, the FN was quantified as the mean activity from 250 to 350 ms following feedback for each of nine electrode sites (Cz, Fz, FCz, F1, F2, FC1, FC2, C1, C2) . We selected these electrodes because they correspond to the frontal and central sites on the 64-channel cap and encompass the region where the FN has previously been shown to be maximal . We selected multiple frontocentral sites (i.e., not only FCz and Cz) to account for individual-level heterogeneity in RewP/FN responding and improve power to model variance between electrode sites, consistent with prior studies (Volpert-Esmond et al., 2017) . In contrast to previous studies that have analyzed the RewP/FN as an average difference score between reward and loss trials (e.g., Foti & Hajcak, 2009) 
| Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Of the total available trials (30 trials per condition), all participants had at least 28 usable trials per condition (in total, a minimum of 57 available trials per participant). Grand-averaged responselocked waveforms were created using all available trials per condition and per participant. Mean amplitude values for the RewP, FN, and ∆RewP were quantified using the same time windows as trial-level analyses. A paired t test with a twotailed alpha level of 0.05 was used to examine amplitude differences between grand-averaged RewP and FN amplitude. Bivariate Pearson correlations were computed to assess relationships between grand-averaged RewP, FN, ∆RewP, and total and subscale scores on the PAI-DEP.
In order to examine interactions between changes to RewP and FN amplitude over the course of the task and depression symptoms, we used MLM, which can account for baseline response differences at the beginning of the task and model variance specific to both subjects and electrode sites (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) . This approach increases power to F I G U R E 1 Overview of the simple guessing paradigm (doors task) used to elicit the FN. Two doors are presented, and participants are instructed to select either the left or right door within 4 s, using the left and right buttons on a mouse. A fixation cross is then presented for 1,000 ms, following which participants receive feedback on whether they guessed incorrectly (red downward arrow) and lost 25 cents, or guessed correctly (green upward arrow) and won 50 cents. Feedback is presented for 2,000 ms, following which a fixation cross is presented for 1,500 ms. Participants are then instructed to begin the next trial detect fixed effects of individual-level predictor variables on trial-level responding and does not require any averaging of data across experimental trials (Vossen, Van Breukelen, Hermens, Van Os, & Lousberg, 2011) . MLM is also robust to missing trial-level data, making it suitable for use with ERPs (Goldstein, 2011) . Moreover, the MLM approach has been previously used to investigate trial-level changes to RewP/FN in the context of depression (Brush et al., 2018) .
A total of six models were implemented to examine predictive effects of depression level on within-task RewP/FN changes both within and across experimental conditions and at varying levels of depression severity. For all models, trial number (1-30) and experimental condition (effect-coded as 1 for reward and −1 for loss) were modeled as Level 1 (triallevel) predictors of within-subject RewP/FN amplitude, and depression score (PAI-DEP) was modeled as a Level 2 (individual-level) predictor. Model 1 examined whether depression score moderated the effects of experimental condition on within-task RewP/FN amplitude changes and included cross-level interactions between depression, experimental condition, and trial number. In order to determine whether the results of Model 1 were driven primarily by RewP, FN, or both RewP and FN, Models 2 and 3 examined the relation between total depression score and within-task RewP/FN amplitude changes for RewP and FN separately (Model 2 = RewP, Model 3 = FN), including cross-level interactions between depression and trial. For these models, the primary interaction term of interest was Trial × Depression. Finally, a follow-up analysis of simple slopes was conducted to evaluate the trajectory of within-task change (increasing, decreasing, or sustaining) for both RewP and FN at varying levels of depression.
In all models, the trial variable was shifted to correspond with the intercept (t = 0), meaning that values for trial ranged from 0 to 29. The depression score was standardized to have a variance of one and a mean of zero for all models. In addition, all models included subject, electrode, and trial as random effects. In Model 1, slopes and intercepts for experimental condition were allowed to vary by subject, and only intercepts were allowed to vary between electrode sites, consistent with prior analyses (Volpert-Esmond et al., 2017) . In Models 2 and 3, only intercepts, and not slopes, were allowed to vary between electrode sites and subjects, as experimental condition was not included as a fixed effect in these models. Intercepts were also allowed to vary by trial for all models. All models used an unstructured covariance matrix and restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML) and allowed for covariances between random slopes and intercepts. Finally, Satterthwaite approximations were used to estimate degrees of freedom and obtain two-tailed p values for each predictor and interaction term in all models. Model specifications are included in the online supporting information, Appendix S1.
All MLM analyses were carried out using R packages lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014) , lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) , and jtools (Long, 2018) . We used R model specification procedures similar to Volpert-Esmond et al. (2017) and referenced the code that these authors made available online (https://github. com/hiv8r3/MLM-ERP/) to assist with our analyses.
| RESULTS
| PAI-DEP
T scores on the PAI-DEP ranged from 38-92. The mean score was 51.81 (SD = 10.34), similar to the general population (i.e., 50T; Morey, 2003) , and scores on the PAI-DEP were normally distributed, with skewness of 0.40 (SE = 0.016) and kurtosis of −0.57 (SE = 0.032). Thus, the distribution of depression levels in this sample was representative of the general population, consistent with the goal of the study not to limit putative depression mechanisms and advance knowledge about the range of disruptions observed in clinically relevant neural systems.
Two participants (4.4%) had scores in the range for considerable dysphoria meriting clinical attention (≥ 70T; Morey, 1991, p. 28) . The mean PAI-DEP affective subscale score was 52.05 (SD = 9.89), the mean cognitive subscale score was 52.66 (SD = 12.31), and the mean physiological subscale score was 50.21 (SD = 9.29).
| RewP/FN
Grand-averaged RewP, FN, and ΔRewP waveforms are presented in Figure 2 . Amplitudes of both the RewP and FN were maximal at FCz relative to other electrode sites. Descriptive statistics for the RewP, FN, and ΔRewP, including for the first and last 10 trials of the experiment, are provided in Table 1 . As expected, grand-averaged amplitudes were more positive for rewards (RewP) than for losses (FN; t(44) = 2.63, p = 0.01, d = 0.315). Bivariate Pearson correlations between depression scores (PAI-DEP, total and subscales) and grandaveraged RewP/FN amplitudes are reported in Table 2 . ΔRewP was significantly positively correlated with total and affective depression scores on the PAI-DEP, in contrast to some prior studies that have reported negative correlations (Brush et al., 2018; Foti & Hajcak, 2009) .
To assess the within-task reliability of the RewP/FN in the current sample, we computed Cronbach's alpha and split-half reliability statistics across all 30 trials of the task. For splithalf reliability, correlations between odd-and even-numbered trials were examined for RewP and FN separately, and the Spearman-Brown prediction formula was used. Both consistent with previous findings and supporting the use of the RewP/FN as a valid individual difference measure of reward and loss sensitivity (Levinson et al., 2017) .
| Multilevel modeling
Intraclass correlations and estimated variances associated with random effects of electrode, subject, and trial (for both RewP and FN) are reported in Table 3 . The results of MLM analyses, including model fit parameters, are reported in Table 4 . For Model 1, the main effect of trial was significant, indicating that, on average, amplitude decreased over the course of the task when collapsed across RewP and FN (b = −0.075, SE = 0.032, t(25.9) = −2.26, p = 0.032). The main effect of depression at the beginning of the experiment (i.e., intercept) was also significant (b = 2.58, SE = 1.11, t(76.6) =2.31, p = 0.023), as was the effect of condition (reward vs. loss; b = 1.64, SE = 0.350, t(67.7) = 4.69, p < 0.001), indicating that both greater depression symptoms and reward trials (i.e., RewP) were associated with more positive amplitudes. Additionally, a significant Trial × Condition interaction was observed, indicating that within-task changes Overall, these results suggest that greater levels of depression were associated with enhanced responses to both rewards and losses over the course of the experiment. Variance in amplitude attributable to trial, subject, and electrode differences was similar between the RewP and FN (see Table 3 ).
The results of follow-up comparisons of simple slopes between participants with PAI-DEP scores more than one standard deviation above the mean (≥ 62T, within the range for mild to moderate depression) and more than one standard deviation below the mean (≤ 42T) for both the RewP and FN are reported in Table 5 . For these analyses, a significant positive slope for the RewP was considered as increasing, given that the RewP is a positive-going component, whereas a significant negative slope for the FN was considered as increasing, given that the FN is a negative-going component. Responses that were neither increasing nor decreasing were considered to be sustained. Slopes were significantly negative for loss trials and neither positive nor negative for reward trials, indicating that FN amplitude increased over the course of the task, whereas RewP amplitude was sustained (i.e., neither increased nor decreased). In addition, elevated depression symptoms (≥1 SD above the mean) were associated with a more positive RewP slope estimate and a more negative FN slope estimate than were lower levels (≤1 SD below the mean). However, RewP slopes were neither significantly positive nor negative in either elevated or reduced depression, whereas FN slopes were significantly negative regardless of depression level. In addition, FN but not RewP slopes were significantly different between participants with elevated versus reduced depression scores, indicating greater within-task increases to FN at higher levels of depression. These findings elaborated upon the results of Models 2 and 3 by indicating that RewP amplitudes were sustained overall, regardless of depression symptoms, but enhanced (more positive change over the course of the task) at higher levels of depression symptoms relative to lower levels. FN amplitudes increased over the course of the task and were also enhanced at higher levels of depression symptoms. The slopes and standard errors associated with each trial and condition, at varying levels of depression severity, are depicted in Figure 3 .
| DISCUSSION
The present study examined individual differences in how neural responses to rewards and losses are sustained over the course of an experimental task and the relation to depression symptoms in an unselected sample. The RewP and FN were used to index neural responding to reward and loss stimuli, respectively. Consistent with our hypotheses, we found evidence of a relationship between depression symptoms and changes to both reward and loss sensitivity over the course of a simple gambling task. However, contrary to our expectations, the amplitude of the RewP was sustained and the amplitude of the FN increased. In addition, elevated symptoms of depression were associated with enhanced responses to 1 To clarify relations between experimental condition and within-task RewP/FN amplitude change at varying levels of depression, the results of Model 1 were further explored by shifting the depression variable to examine changes at high (+1 SD above mean) versus low (−1 SD) levels of depression in two separate models. Significant Trial Condition interactions in both models indicated that condition moderated the relationship between trial and amplitude such that RewP amplitudes became more positive over the task (i.e., enhanced, as the RewP is positive-going) at higher compared to lower depression, and FN amplitudes became more negative over the task (also enhanced, as the FN is negative-going) at higher compared to lower depression. These results are consistent with the simple slopes analysis (Table 5 ). See supporting information Table S1 for more information on these additional models. 2 Results of Model 1 were also further investigated by examining interactions between specific domains of depression (subscales on the PAI-DEP) and within-task changes to RewP/FN amplitude. Three separate models were fit using an identical structure to Model 1 but substituting total depression score for each of the individual subscales on the PAI-DEP (affective, cognitive, physiological). These models all revealed significant Trial Condition Depression interactions when substituting total score for each of the three subscales of the PAI-DEP, indicating that the prediction of depression level on within-task RewP and FN amplitude change was driven by elevations to a wide range of depression symptoms and was thus not attributable to any one domain of symptoms alone. See supporting information Table S2 for more information on these subscale-focused models. both rewards and losses when examined across trials of the task. Taken together, these findings suggest that, when examined in the general population, elevated levels of depression may be associated with potentiation of both reward and loss responses over the course of short experiments.
These findings stand in contrast to previous work indicating that sustained responsiveness to rewards is diminished in the context of clinical levels of depression in patient populations (Brush et al., 2018; Heller et al., 2009 Heller et al., ,2014 Liu et al., 2011) . In particular, these results differ from those reported by Brush and colleagues, who found positive linear growth in RewP across the doors task for healthy individuals but blunted, nonsignificant slopes for patients with MDD. In addition, these authors reported reduced sensitivity to rewards over time (i.e., less positive RewP slopes) at higher levels of depression. By contrast, in the current sample, RewP amplitudes were sustained throughout the task (nonsignificant slope) regardless of depression level, and slopes were more positive for individuals with higher levels of depression compared to those with lower levels of depression. In addition, negative FN slopes were observed in the current sample at both high and low levels of depression, with higher depression level predicting enhancement of the FN (i.e., more negative slopes) across time. Note. Slopes are presented separately for subjects who had depression scores greater than or equal to one standard deviation above the mean on the PAI-DEP (≥ 62.0) and less than or equal to one standard deviation below the mean (≤ 42.0). Asterisk denotes slope estimates for which for which the confidence interval does not cross 0. Note. In the final version of all models, subject, electrode, and trial were included as random effects. Slopes and intercepts for experimental condition were allowed to vary between subjects, and intercepts were allowed to vary between electrodes and trials. Satterthwaite approximations were used to estimate degrees of freedom on which p values were calculated. Condition (reward vs. loss) was effect-coded (reward = 1, loss = −1). Trial number was rescaled to range from 0 to 29. For reduced models containing only fixed effects, random effects of subject and electrode, and no interactions, Akaike information criterion ( 
T A B L E 4
Results of multilevel models predicting within-task changes to RewP and FN amplitude over time
The finding that elevated depression symptoms were associated with enhanced RewP amplitudes over the course of the experiment suggests that higher levels of depression may be related to greater ability to sustain sensitivity to rewards over short time intervals. Although RewP slopes were not significantly different from zero at higher levels of depression, a significant and positive Trial × Depression interaction was observed when examining within-task RewP amplitude changes (Model 2) and slope estimates were more positive at higher versus lower depression, indicating that higher depression level predicted relative enhancement of the RewP (more positive/less negative slope) across time compared to lower depression. This result provides tentative evidence for potentiation of responses to rewards over short time periods in relation to elevated depression symptoms examined outside of patient groups.
The results of the present study also suggest that the relationship between sustained neural responsiveness to rewards and depression level varies when differing distributions of symptoms are examined. Because prior studies have only examined relations between sustained reward responses and depression symptoms when compared between MDD and healthy samples (Heller et al., 2009) or when aggregated across MDD and healthy samples (Brush et al., 2018) , it is possible that the current finding indicates a distinct pattern that emerges only when examining depression symptoms that are normally distributed around the general population mean. Such dimensional approaches to studying depression increase statistical power and may yield insight into basic biological disorder mechanisms not observed in clinical samples that use narrow criteria and show restricted symptom variability (Kozak & Cuthbert, 2016; Woody & Gibb, 2015) . Thus, the dimensional approach of the current study may have contributed to differences observed between its results and those reported in studies of patients only.
In the current study, the degree of change in the RewP over time was moderated by depression, with greater depression symptoms associated with more positive slopes. This result may indicate that greater reactivity of dopaminergic brain circuitry involved in the early stages of reward processing is a neurobiological correlate of depression, at least when examined in the general population. The RewP has been proposed to reflect reward-specific activation of brain areas such as ventral tegmental area and ventral striatum (Foti et al., 2014; Proudfit, 2015) , suggesting that activity in these regions may sustain over the course of consecutive reward presentations for individuals with higher depression symptoms. Furthermore, this result suggests potential future avenues for research on sustained reward responsiveness in depression-for example, investigating whether sustained elevation in activity of reward-encoding brain regions relates to depression risk or to common biological vulnerability between depression and other reward-related disorders.
The fact that FN amplitudes (to losses) were observed to increase during the experiment more greatly for individuals with higher levels of depression is consistent with prior research linking depression to altered neural responses to lossrelated feedback (Mies et al., 2011; Santesso et al., 2008; Steele, Kumar, & Ebmeier, 2007) . In particular, these findings are consistent with those of Santesso and colleagues and Mies and colleagues who reported larger FN amplitudes to negative feedback for individuals with major depression and remitted depression, respectively, relative to healthy individuals. The findings of the current study expand upon this evidence by suggesting that neural sensitivity to loss feedback becomes more pronounced over the course of consecutive feedback presentations. Moreover, this result may implicate reactivity of the anterior cingulate cortex, a brain region that participates in generating the FN (Foti, Weinberg, Bernat, & Proudfit, 2015) and exhibits aberrant processing of negative feedback in depression (Santesso et al., 2008) , as a neurobiological correlate of depression.
In the present study, ∆RewP (reward − loss) was positively rather than negatively correlated with both total and affective depression scores, indicating that, even when grandaveraged, rather than trial-level, amplitudes were examined, greater neural sensitivity to reward feedback was related to greater depression, particularly affective symptoms. This result is in contrast to prior work demonstrating negative associations between ∆RewP and depression symptom level (e.g., Brush et al., 2018; Foti & Hajcak, 2009) . Further, it suggests that, in unselected samples showing a normal distribution of depression symptoms around the general population mean, higher depression is related to stronger differentiation of midbrain and basal ganglia responses to rewards relative to nonrewards, as the ∆RewP is proposed to reflect the extent of reward-specific relative to nonreward activation in these areas (Levinson et al., 2017; Proudfit, 2015) . Thus, in unselected samples, higher symptoms of depression may predict both generally potentiated responses to rewards in these brain areas as well as increasing responses to both reward and loss responses over short time intervals. The fact that this result contrasts with those reported in prior studies again suggests that neural reward sensitivity and depression are not always inversely associated and may differ dependent on the range and level of symptoms examined.
Finally, the results of this study contribute to a growing literature using multilevel models to examine within-task changes to ERPs. While it is common to average amplitudes across subjects, trials, and electrodes when examining components such as the RewP and FN, the MLM approach implemented in this sample and in other ERP data sets (Brush et al., 2018; Volpert-Esmond et al., 2017; Vossen et al., 2011) allows for the variance attributable to these factors to be estimated and controlled for when examining effects of interest. Future work on the temporal dynamics of reward responding should continue to explore this statistical approach in the context of RewP/FN sustainment across experimental trials.
One limitation of the current study is the fact that all participants were undergraduate students with a relatively narrow age range. Future studies should examine whether the patterns observed within this sample also exist across the lifespan. The study was also limited by the fact that it did not assess competing influences on reward sensitivity outside of depression. For example, it did not account for symptoms of substance use disorders, which are known to alter sensitivity to rewards, including how reward responses change over the course of repeated presentations (Koob & Le Moal, 1997; Robinson & Berridge, 2001) . Therefore, future studies should investigate important individual difference factors, including symptoms of other mental disorders and indices of reward sensitivity, which may alter patterns of reward and loss response sustainment. As well, the doors task is relatively brief-approximately 10 minwhich is considerably shorter than some studies that have examined sustained reward responses (e.g., Heller et al., 2009 , who tracked changes over 37 min) but comparable to others (Brush et al., 2018) . Additional research is needed to clarify the temporal dynamics of reward sensitivity over varying timescales, ranging from short to long, and their relation to depression severity. Finally, the size of the final sample in the current study was 45, which may have been underpowered to detect small effects; however, this sample size is similar to other studies using MLM (e.g., the MDD group examined by Brush and colleagues, 2018) , and the range of symptoms examined was sufficient to examine differences in responding at various levels of depression, consistent with the aim of the study.
In summary, the results of the present study suggest that, when assessed in an unselected sample, higher levels of depression symptoms are associated with enhancement of the RewP and FN over the course of an experiment compared with lower levels of depression, in contrast to previous findings in clinical depression. These results may indicate that brain regions involved in processing reward and loss feedback exhibit greater activity over time among individuals with higher levels of depression symptoms. Further, they contribute to our understanding of the pathophysiology of depression as a dimensional construct independent from formal diagnostic categories, suggesting that patterns of sustained neural responding differ depending on whether symptoms are examined in clinical versus relatively healthy unselected samples exhibiting a normal distribution of depression severity. Moreover, the results of the present study may indicate that the range and level of depression examined are factors that influence relations between depression and sustained neural reward and loss sensitivity, considering that the present sample exhibited lower overall levels of depression than studies that have included patients (i.e., Brush et al., 2018) . Taken together, these findings contribute to scientific understanding of neurobiological mechanisms of depression symptoms and suggest opportunities for future research on sustained reward and loss responsiveness in depression.
